About the Forum
The Forum will highlight emerging outcomes of sustainability research and cutting edge trends in sustainability practice and policy. **Presentations by leading national and international speakers** will address:
- Connecting urban ecosystem science with social and economic sustainability
- Federal and state-level sustainability policy
- Overcoming disconnects between sustainability research and practice

Highlights
Speakers from the federal Sustainable Communities Partnership and state agencies will highlight **emerging policy directions in sustainability**. Researchers from the University of Oregon, University of Colorado, Virginia Tech, and the University of Minnesota will highlight cutting edge research addressing urban infrastructure, energy, air quality, health, and natural resource issues. U of MN research center directors, including CURA and CTS, will explore **new approaches to connecting research and practice around sustainability**.

The event is funded by the McKnight Foundation, National Science Foundation, U of M Center for Transportation Studies, and U of M Center for Urban and Regional Affairs.

Who should attend?
Planners, water and natural resource managers, engineers, urban ecologists, and others interested in urban sustainability practice or research.

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
http://register.cce.umn.edu/Course.pl?sect_key=185840
Cost: $25, student rate $10
AICP and PDH continuing education credits applied for

Details
When: November 2-3, 2011
Where: University of MN Continuing Education Center
St. Paul Campus
Website: http://www.tcusforum.umn.edu

For more information:
Contact co-organizers Lawrence A. Baker (baker127@umn.edu) and Carissa Schively Slotterback (cschively@umn.edu)